
 

 

2 October 2014 

Dear Member                      

7
th

 Hole  

Further to the August Council Newsletter and the display in the entrance hall, Council have 

listened to and taken on board the comments made by members and thank them for their 

contributions. 

Whilst the proposed changes may help with the problem of balls leaving the course it is 

recognised they will not solve the problem. We are, therefore, not proceeding with the 

outlined project as a whole but will be putting in place certain aspects with a view to further 

restricting balls leaving the course without effecting a major change to the hole itself. Of 

significance, the large tree at the dogleg will not be cut down. 

The following steps have already been taken:- 

Placed small diameter mesh on part of the existing fence. 

Managed the existing beech hedge to encourage the height to increase.  

Trimmed the hedge to allow it to thicken up on the inside. 

Placed additional mesh on the entire existing fence to prevent any ball passing through. 

The following additional steps will now be taken:- 

At the same time as carrying out the work to the 7
th

 fairway, the drainage between the 7
th

 and 

6
th 

holes (already programmed) will be installed commencing at the start of October. 

A sign will be placed on the 7
th

 tee. 

The rough on the left hand side of the hole will be allowed to grow. 

The first large tree on the right will be cut back. 

We will play from the back tee whenever possible and a section of artificial turf will be 

installed on the medal tee to facilitate this. The rate of balls leaving the course increases 

(particularly in winter) when play is off the front tees. 

Some of the poor quality trees on the right past the dogleg will be removed. 
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A few trees which have been planted too close together and whose crowns are compromised 

will be removed. 

Consideration has been given to major alterations to the course in the area of the 6
th

 and 7
th

 

holes but this would take time and may involve creating new holes in the practice field. The 

necessity and desirability of such changes will be reviewed going forward. 

 I very much hope you will appreciate the need to take further immediate action to alleviate 

the problem. 

Finally, I would issue a request to those members who possess the length of tee shot to reach 

the 7
th

 green to consider playing the hole as a conventional par 4, particularly in the winter 

months. 

Yours sincerely 

 

George M Ross 

Captain 


